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Abstract

Intrusion Detection system (IDS) have shown to be available as a valuable al-
ternative for security of computer networks in present time. Intrusion Detection
system is a growing technology which is capable of monitoring user as well as
system traffic. IDS is capable to analyzes the packets flowing in-out of network
and able to discriminate between normal packet and abnormal packet. The goal of
IDS is to detect computer intrusions and to alert the network administrator about
security breach. IDS is not meant to replace any of the existing security systems on
network but it is for enforcing the intricate security policies for users on the net-
work. Thus, IDS is a defense-in-depth mechanism alongside firewalls and virus
protection systems. Intrusion Detection system is catching attention of network
security industry due to its low cost, ease of deployment, real time detection and
quick response

Intrusion Detection System uses sensors and mangement console. Sensors de-
tect the malicious activity by matching packet information with stored attack sig-
natures and reports such malicious activity to managament console. There has
been rapid growth in the use of IDS technology by network administrators, infor-
mation security officers and database managers as IDS provides automate mecha-
nism to detect internal as well as external intruders.

Intrusion Detection system has tremendous advantages compared to traditional
firewall systems. Firewalls are capable to show the ports and IP addresses used
for communication between two entity while IDS are able to shows the content
within the packets. Intrusion detection system are capable of doing protocol based
analysis, sensors can detect malicious activity as they know how the protocols are
functioning.

Although there are many advantages of IDS over traditional security tools, the
IDS technology is not without challenges. A typical intrusion detection system
usually generates a flood of alerts. The alert does not mean that there is malicious
activity as they can be a false positive which can overwhelm the data processing
tasks on the system. Thus, Intrusion detection system requires human intervention
to analyzes the alerts as 99% are false positives. Intrusion Detection system seems
to be unreliable as it sometimes drop the packets when overloaded with large data
on network. This increases the probability of missing real intrusions.

The performance of IDS has inherit limitations due to the type of IDS used to
monitor the network. Signature based IDS are highly accurate having less num-
bers of false positives but unable to detect novel attack. On counter part, anomaly
IDS can detect novel attacks but produce large number of false alerts. The trade-
off between ability to detect novel attacks and to generate lower false alarms is
a key point to develop an effective IDS. The performance of signature based IDS
is limited by the size of network as it degrades as network size increases. An ef-
ficient attack detection mechanism having higher accuracy and lesser false alarm
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rate requires multiple IDSs of diverse nature viz., signature based and anomaly
based IDS to be deployed for monitoring the same event in the network. IDS are
vulnerable to attacks as some attackers successfully target the IDS with the aim
of bypassing the IDS. This becomes serious challenge for network which is being
monitored by single IDS. The multiple-IDS when deployed to overcome the lim-
itations of single IDS poses the challenge of interoperability. The interoperability
issue is due to the fact that each IDS has different ways to report alerts and their
rule set are entirely different.

An prospective approach for enhancing the performance of intrusion detection
system is through the use of multiple intrusion detection system with data fusion.
Data fusion is a process of combining alerts from multiple intrusion detection sys-
tem to make an inference about presence of an attack. The data fusion from mul-
tiple IDS is used to provide accurate situation assessment for detection of attack
to ensure appropriate actions towards an attack. The desired outcome of fusing
data from multiple IDS is often to obtain low error probability and increased reli-
ability of inference made by alert fusion system. The data fusion of multiple IDS
have several advantages over single IDS. The first advantage is the accurate and
reliable attack detection by removing inherit limitation due to the type of IDS and
impact of failure of single IDS. The use of multiple IDS using data fusion ensure
higher intrusion detection coverage over single IDS. Dempster-shafer rule is the
first mathematical theory which is used to fuse evidence from multiple sources of
evidences. Dempster-Shafer theory was capable of handling uncertainty in the in-
formation but unable to handle conflict between sources of evidence. Conflict in
the evidences from IDS indicates the presence of an unreliable IDS. The existing
rules based on the framework of DS rule doesn’t incorporate the reliability of data
being fused which make fusion engine prone to unreliable and inaccurate deci-
sions.

The performance of data fusion system is reluctant when the conflicting data is
provided by the multiple IDS sensors. The success of data fusion depends on the
reliability of evidence provided by IDS involved in fusion process, as unreliable
IDS deviates the decision making and provides complementary outcome. In this
work, we classify intrusions using reliable fusion method with the ability to dis-
count the importance of unreliable IDS. Experiments against benchmark datasets
using RAF rule based classification for multiple intrusion detection system is de-
mostrated and able to achieve significant reduction in the false positive rates.

1 Introduction

The technological world is evolving at an astounding pace. Computer users working on
internet is benefited from large numbers of applications such as e-commerce, e-mail, e-
shopping, e-banking, etc. However, the modern day internet technology is like double
edged sword, the vast benefits of internet poses the challenges about confidentility, integrity
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and availability of internet. An intrusion is defined as any set of actions to violate the secu-
rity protocol of a computer network system. Intrusion Detection system (IDS) is a security
system that monitors the traffic on a computer network system, analyzes the traffic and gen-
erates a warning called as alert or alarm in case any abnormalities found. Thus, Intrusion
Detection system can be defined as a classifier that collects the evidences about the presence
or absence of attack. IDS usually detects intrusion/attack by recognizing the observations
of an intrusion in progress or by analyzing the results obtained after the occurence of intru-
sion. Intrusion Detection System (IDS) is a growing technology and it is the main focussing
area of research from last three decades in the field of computer network security. The first
IDS proposed by James Anderson [1] which came in early 80s was a host-based system with
the capability of looking at the system operating logs and matching simple patterns with
small sets of signatures. This work embarked the field of IDS with an approach of detecting
intrusions by collecting important information from system audit trails.

The first model of intrusion detection system capable of detecting unauthorized access
was proposed by Denning [2]. This model lays down the foundation for the development
of many other intrusion detection system. Haystack intrusion detection system [3] aims to
reduce voluminous audit trails by doing pattern matching based on attack profiles. The
work in the field of IDS was strictly for particular host machine until year 1990. The dis-
tributed intrusion detection system was first proposed by researchers in [4] which enlighted
the concept of extending the intrusion detection from host to local area network and from
local area network to arbitrarilty wider networks. The distributed IDS [4] was capable of
monitoring the traffic on single system as well as networked system with multiple hosts.
Under the influence of the IDS model proposed by denning [2], the researchers developed a
network anomaly detector and intrusion reporter [5] which was the first anomaly IDS based
on statistics based expert system.

Vern Paxson in [6] announced Bro IDS with the support of its own ruleset language for
analyzing the traffic from packet capture library (libpcap). To address the issues of security
and network administration, amoroso [7] designed Network Flight Recorder (NFR) tool us-
ing libpcap. APE initially was developed as a packet sniffer tool in [8] and was renamed
as snort. Snort has now become the world’s largely used signature based IDS system with
three lakh active users worldwide. The intrusion detection system that exists in late 90’s
were incapable for detecting novel attacks. This laid the foundation for anomaly based in-
trusion detection system which learns the normal profile and any deviation from normal
profile will be detected as attack. Anup K. Ghosh et. al. in [9] proposed a method to learn
the normal profile for intrusion detection with a goal to observe and detect the anamolous
traffic. Lippmann [10] shows a methodology for offline evaluation of Intrusion detection
system against DARPA’99 dataset which was considered as a benchmark dataset.

Mahoney in [11] proposed a method for anomaly detection from network traffic based
on packet bytes and packet header anomaly detector (PHAD) in [12]. The work on anomaly
detectors found in literature [13], [14], [15], [16] shows that is need for the techniques that
optimizes the performance of anomaly based IDS systems. Cuppens [17] proposed an alert
correlation cooperative module to correlate the alerts into one single scenario. Authors in
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[18] proposed an intelligent intrusion detection systems by combining the inference from
misuse and anomaly based intrusion detection system with fuzzy model to assess the over-
all network alert situation. Yu & Frincke [19] developed a framework based on dempster-
shafer theory for fusing the alerts for accurate identification of intrusion. Their work shows
the method to evaluate the alert confidence metric which was based on maximum entropy
and minimum mean square error. Chen and Aickelin [20] implemented anomaly detection
method using dempster-shafer fusion rule for fusing features. Their approach was capable
of handling the situations where certain features of anomaly detection are missing or some
features are poor.

Ciza thomas [21] modified the dempster shafer theory for fusing alerts from heterogenous
multiple intrusion detection systems for having different views of same attack scenario. Au-
thors in [22], [23], [24] and [25] have shown the advantages of alert fusion techniques for
multiple IDS systems over single IDS system. The work in this thesis implements a frame-
work to reveal the actual ground truth about intrusion present in the network with multiple
heterogenous intrusion detection system viz., signature based IDS and anomaly based IDS
and by combining alerts of this systems using reliable alert fusion rule.

2 Problem Statement

The functional goal of a Intrusion detection system is to detect an intrusion as it happens.
However, it is very challenging as most of the IDS suffers from false alarms [26]. Signature
based IDS are very fast and accurate as they identify known intrusion by matching incoming
traffic with signatures database [27]. Signature based IDS has become obsolete due to its in-
capability of detecting novel attacks [28]. Another issue with signature based IDS is that the
database has large set of signatures which are being compared with incoming and outgoing
packets. This mechanism takes a longer time to detect a malicious packet and hence it nega-
tively effect the security of network. On counterpart, Anomaly IDS stores the normal profile
of the host and deviation from the normal profile is identified as intrusion. Anomaly based
IDS is highly efficient in detecting novel attacks. The current network environments has so
much data involved that its normal profile changes over time. Hence, a static anomaly in-
trusion detection system becomes ineffective producing large number of false alerts. Due to
enormous computing power in modern day computer systems , alert correlation and alert
fusion are the promising techniques to enhance the performance of attack detection using
mulitple IDS systems. Alert fusion is a technique used to combine the local decision of multi-
ple IDS of diverse characteristics to make a global inference about the actual situation. Alert
fusion is a prospective approach to combine advantages signature based IDS and anomaly
based IDS to enhance the performance of intrusion detection in terms of true positive rate
and false positive rate. The work in [29] shows the limitations of dempster-shafer theory for
fusion of data from multiple intrusion detection system. Francisco et. al. [30] shows that
the effective combination of data from various sources yields improved detection rate and
reduced false alarm rate. Each intrusion detection system deployed for detecting intrusions
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have different level of expertise and their detection methodology may be complementary.
Also, IDS alerts can vary in terms of completeness, accuracy and certainty. This unreliability
of IDS can completely deviates the decision of data fusion. Wen [31] argued that the infor-
mation found in real world are uncertain as well as partially reliable. However, none of the
data fusion techniques incorporates reliability of data being fused.

Hence the aim of thesis is to provide solution to following questions.

1. Can reliable alert fusion based intrusion detection has capability to resolve the tradeoff
issues between novel attack detection and false alarm rate?

2. How to compute the reliability of Intrusion detection system to discount the masses of
unreliable IDS during the data fusion process?

3. How can correctness and reliability of decision from fused system be measured in order
to facilitate the relative comparison and evaluation against individual IDS?

4. How to devise an robust data fusion rule to handle uncertainty and conflict between
observations of IDS observing the same event?

3 Objectives and Scope of Work

Following are the main objectives of research work:

1. To develop a framework to fuse alerts from heterogeneous intrusion detection system
to improve detection rate and false alarm rate.

2. To investigate the capability of data fusion techniques in improving performance of
intrusion detection system.

3. To formulate a mathematical model which discounts the intrusion detection system
based on their reliability of detecting a particular attack/intrusion.

4 Original Contribution of thesis

Performance of signature based IDS namely, snort & suricata and anomaly based IDS namely,
packet header anomaly detector (PHAD) and application layer anomaly detector (ALAD)
has been analyzed and validated against benchmark IDS evaluation datasets. It is concluded
the IDS is not equally reliable for all classes of attacks. It provides very high accuracy for
certain class of attack and very less for other classes of attack which makes single IDS inap-
propriate to monitor the network with multiclass of attacks. Reliable data fusion based IDS
detection framework is proposed and its performance is evaluated and validated with three
different datasets DARPA99, KDD99 and NSL-KDD. Data fusion rule was used to com-
bine alerts from heterogenous IDS under conflicting, complementary and supplementary
behaviour of multiple IDS system. Data fusion rules were studied and their performance
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Table 1: DARPA 99 Experiment description

Characteristic Name
Dataset Name DARPA 1999
Frame of Discernment (Θ) [probe, -probe, θ]
Reliability criteria TPR of IDS
No. of packets processed 5766

with uncertain & conflicting evidences is observed and compared with proposed frame-
work. Reliable alert fusion rule is formulated having capablity to discount the unreliable IDS
during fusion process. The mathematical formula to compute reliability in case of known
ground truth and unknown ground truth is devised. The positive prediction value (PPV)
and negative prediction value (NPV) improves comparatively with increment in number
of true positives detected by IDS due to reduction in number of false positives. The relia-
bility and accuracy of fused IDS is analyzed by making use of information theoritic model
using binary channel. The reliabilty and accuracy values are indicators of the performance
of fusion of multi-IDS using RAF rule. Mathematical expression for estimating reliability
of fusion based IDS is formulated. The Fscore, Recall and Precision of four IDS systems
Snort, Suricata, PHAD and ALAD is calculated and comparison is done with fused IDS
using conjunctive rule, Dempster shafer rule, yager’s rule, smet’s rule, weighted average
operator, proportional conflict rule, adaptive conflict rule and with proposed reliable alert
fusion rule.

5 Methodology, Results and Comparisons

Intrusion Detection system technology has the capability to detect external as well as inter-
nal intruder of the network but posses some inherit limitations due to the type of IDS used
to monitor the network. Signature based IDS are highly accurate having less numbers of
false alerts but unable to detect novel attack. On counter part Anomaly IDS can detect novel
attacks but produce large number of false alerts. Alert fusion of multiple intrusion detection
system is an prospective approach to combine advantages of both signature and anomaly
based IDS to enhance the intrusion detection coverage. Intrusion Detection system are ex-
pected to run automatically but as IDS generates the flood of alerts an human intervention
to analyzes the alerts in order to determine true alerts.

A number of techniques have been proposed to combat issues related to single IDS moni-
toring the network such as alert correlation [22], [23], alert mining [32],[33], alert verification
[34] and alert prioritization [35] for minimizing number of false alerts. However, Alert fu-
sion or Data fusion technique was one the promising technique used to combine diverse IDS
alerts to make true inference about attack along with reduction in number of false alerts.

The salient features and comparison of our work with similar work are shown below:

1. Detection of various types of attacks in the categories like as DOS, Probe, R2L and U2R
with signature based IDS like snort and suricata is evaluated. In the experiment, both
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Table 2: Comparison of single IDS with fusion using DS and fusion using proposed rule by deriving reliability
value using TPR

Snort Suricata PHAD NETAD DS Proposed
Rule Rule

TP 127 124 144 118 131 143
TN 2715 2721 2730 2681 2644 5324
FP 2784 2778 2769 2818 2855 32
FN 140 143 123 149 136 267

Figure 1: Attacks Detected by different IDS versus Proposed IDS

the IDS were allowed to run without tuning with default ruleset. The objective of the
experiment was to highlight the inability of single IDS to achieve high detection perfor-
mance in various attack category. In a similar experiment, Gina et.al [36] investigated
the extent of false alerts with snort. The investigation revealed that 69% of total alerts
where identified as false alerts.

2. Reliable Alert fusion rule (RAF rule) is proposed to fuse alerts of multiple IDS systems
to make true inference about presence of an intrusion. RAF rule has an ability to com-
promise between reliable IDS and unreliable IDS and it converges to conjunctive rule
when all intrusion detection system are reliable. In this experiment rule based alerts
to mass mapping was carried out with the alerts generated by four intrusion detection
systems namely, snort, suricata, PHAD and ALAD. The generated masses were dis-
counted based on reliability of IDS. A mathematical expression to derive the reliability
of IDS is formulated . True positive rate and conflict between IDS is used to evaluate re-
liability value. Table-1 shows DARPA 99 experiment description for detection of probe
attacks and Table-2 shows the result obtained for detection of probe attacks. It is evident
that significant reduction in false alarm rate is achieved using reliable data fusion rule
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of multiple intrusion detection system as compared to traditional Dempster-shafer rule
and compared to individual IDS. The false alarm rate calculated for detection of Denial
of Service attack with conflict as a reliability criteria was 1.4 %. In similar work, Yu &
Frincke [19] modified the dempster-shafer fusion rule to quantify relative confidence in
alerts generated by IDS. In another similar work, Helen [37] shows the capability alert
fusion to improve detection accuracy by fusing muliple heterogenous IDS.

In similar work Oliver Dain et. al [38] proposed an alogrithm for fusing alerts produced
by multiple-IDS systems which was capable of discovering scenarios with probability
estimation techniques. Their fusion systems has three components: Intrusion detection
sytems that produce the alerts, a log files for storing the alerts and fusion engine to
make an inference. They examined three approaches and analyzed that naive approach
[39] stands superior compared to heuritic [40] and data mining approach [41]. In an-
other similar work ciza thomas [21] derived neural network based supervised learner
unit for data dependent decision fusion model. The fusion architecture guarantees im-
proved detection rate and false alarm rate for even larger datasets. Their experiments
shows that the individual IDS like PHAD, ALAD and snort have detection rates 0.28,
0.32 and 0.51 respectively. The result obtained with data dependent decision model
shows improved performance in terms of accuracy and overall detection rate of 0.68
with expectionally large dataset.

3. The proposed reliable data fusion framework in this thesis was able to achieve overall
detection rate of 0.84 against DARPA99 as shown in figure-1. The information theoritic
model to evaluate reliability of fused IDS shows that mutual information transfer from
input to output of fused IDS was three times higher compared to mutual information
transfer value of individual IDS.

6 Achievements

• Performance of alert fusion of multiple IDS with signature and anomaly based has
been analyzed. Individual performance of different IDS like snort, suricata, PHAD
and ALAD are experimentally analyzed. It is concluded that the performance of IDS
with alert fusion from heterogenous IDS has enhanced accuracy as compared to the
performance of individual IDS.

• The data fusion techniques used for fusing alerts of multiple heterogenous IDS is stud-
ied. The alerts generated from IDS can be false alerts. The false alerts from IDS de-
viates the decision of data fusion process. An efficient decision requires that the rule
incoporates reliaibility of IDS and discounts its mass during the fusion process. Math-
ematical expressions for reliable alert fusion rule with capability of discounting unre-
liable intrusion detection systems is derived and considerable reduction in false alarm
was achieved. The performance enhancement of IDS using reliable data fusion rule is
investigated by deriving reliability of fused results obtained after the fusion process.
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Mathematical expression for deriving reliability of fused IDS is formulated using infor-
mation theoritic model of intrusion detection system.

• The computation of reliability of intrusion detection detection involved in the fusion
process is proposed under known ground truth and unknown ground truth. Conflict
between inference of two intrusion detection system observing same event is an indica-
tive of unreliability of any one of them. Conflict between IDS systems is used to derived
reliability in case of unknown ground truth. While, true alarm rate and false alarm rate
is used to derive reliability for known ground truth.

7 Conclusion

Enhancing performance of intrusion detection system is now under active research and var-
ious methods is proposed for improving the performance of IDS in terms of accuracy. Num-
ber of studies have been done on intrusion detection system to reduce false alarm rate using
alert correlation of single IDS and multiple IDS. However, there is not much study done for
reliable alert fusion of heterogenous multiple IDS. In order to address open issues for per-
formance enhancement of IDS, we developed reliable fusion model and demonstrated the
improvement in attack detection performance of heterogenous multiple intrusion detection
system over single intrusion detection system.

Formulated new mathematical expressions for reliable alert fusion (RAF) rule to fuse
alerts from heterogenous IDS systems for efficient decision making about true state of net-
work. Demostrated the behaviour of data fusion technique for combining alerts of IDS to
maximize detection coverage and reducing false alarm rate. Simulated the performance
of fusing alerts from heterogenous IDS under complementary, complementary conflicting,
supplementary & supplementary conflicting behaviour.

Evaluated the performance of RAF rule against DARPA99, KDD99 and NSL-KDD datasets
under two different criteria of reliability. The data fusion technique in this thesis to develop
a reliable and secure intrusion detection system will be used as a powerful technique to de-
ploy an efficient IDS for securing the network against vulnerabilities with high reliability
and accuracy under all situations.

8 Patent and Publications

8.1 Patent

1. System and Method for Reliable Intrusion Detection in Computer Network Systems”has
been registered and published by Indian Patent Office. (Application Number: 201621013036)
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